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1. INTRoI~UCTI~N 
Suppose that S1 = (Ml, RI) and_ SZ = (M2,Rz) are systems [l], and h: Ml - MZ is a 
mapping. Define a new mapping h with the relation set RI as its domain as follows: for any 
relation r E RI, h(r) = {(h(xo), h(zl), . . . , h(z,), . . .) : (to, 21,. . . , I~,. . .) E r}. Without 
confusion, the same symbol h will be used to indicate the mapping h’. Then the mapping h 
is called a mapping from the system S1 into the system S2, denoted by h: S1 - S2. If the 
mapping h satisfies that h(R1) = {h(r) : P E RI} c R2, then h is called a morphism from S1 
into S2, see [2]. If h : MI -+ M2 is injective, surjective, or bijective, then h : Sl + S2 is also 
called an injective, surjective, or bijective mapping (respectively, morphism), respectively. 
Let A be a directed set [4] and {Sx : X E A} be a set of systems, where SX = (MA, Rx), 




= I,, o I,, and I,, = idM,, 
for any p, p, r E A satisfying p 5 p 5 u, where idM, is the identity morphism on the system 
S,. Then LS(A) = {{S~}XE~,{I,,~ : p,a E A with p _< u}} is called a linked system (over 
the directed set A), see [2]. 
In [2], Yonghao Ma and Yi Lin showed that any linked system LS(A) is an inverse system 
[3] in the category of all general systems, and that the inverse limit of LS(A), denoted 
by limLS(A), exists. In this note, some baisc properties of linked systems and relations 
between linked systems are given, and the relation between inverse limits of linked systems 
and products [3,2] of systems is studied. 
2. MAPPINGS BETWEEN LINKED SYSTEMS 
Suppose that two linked systems LS(A) and LS’(A’) are given. A morphism from LS(h) 
into LS’(A’) is a set of mappings {PAX,, $}, where 4 : A’ + A is a non-decreasing mapping 
[4], and for any X’ E A’,far is a morphism from ,!?+(A,) into 5’; satisfying that for any 
$, u’ E A’ with u’ 3 p’, IL,,, o f,,, = f,,~ o l,g,~)+(,~). 
THEOREM 2.1. For any two linked systems LS(A) and LS’(A’) and any morphism {feel, 0) 
from LS(A) into LS’(A’), there exists a morphism f: lim LS(A) -+ lim LS’(X’) such that 
for any m = (rnx)xCA E 1imMx and anyX’ E A’, pxj o f(m) = fxl(rn+qx,)), where px~ : 
n,,, MJ, - M$(xI) is the projection. This morphism f is called the limit morphism induced 
by {f~xl, 4) and is denoted by lim{fxl,q5}. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {~I,c$} b e a morphism from a linked system LS(X) into a linked sys- 
tem LS’(X’) such that q5(A’) is cofinal in A [4]. If all morphisms fxt are one-to-one, the 
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limit morphism lim{fxt ,d} is also one-to-one. If, moreover, all morphisms fxt are onto, 
lim{fxt, J$} is also onto. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let {PAX’, 4) b e a morphism from LS(A) into LS’(A’) such that 4(A’) is 
cofinal in A. If all morphisms fx~ are similar mappings [S], the limit morphism lim{ fx,, 4) 
is also a similar mapping. 
As corollaries of Theorem 2.3, we have the following: 
(1) Let M(A) b e a linked system and A’ a subset cofinal in A, then limLS(A) and 
limLS’(A’) are similar, where LS’(A’) = {{SX}X~AJ, {I,, : p, u E A’, P 2 u}}. 
(2) Let M(b) b e a linked system, if in the directed set A there is an element uo such 
that c 5 CQ for all u E A, then limLS(A) is similar to the system SO,,. 
Suppose that {Si : i E I} is a family of systems, where I is an index set. A result in 
[2] shows that the family {Si : i E I} of systems has a product, which is unique up to 
similarity. Let Si = (Mi,&), f or each i E I. The product, denoted by fliCISi, can be 
defined a~ follows: suppose that IIiczSi = (M,R), then M = IIiczMi, Ei = {I: = (ri)i~z E 
n<czRi : n(ri) = n(rj), i, j E I} and R = {r : F E A}, where for any + = (ri)iEz,(,) E A, let 
n(P) = n(ri), for i E I, then P C M”(‘) is defined by r = {z E M”(“) : there exists (li)iEz E 
IIiczri such that for any Q < n(F),z(cr) = (li(a))icz}. 
THEOREM 2.4. For any morphism {fx,,$} f rom a linked system LS(A) into a linked sys- 
tem LS’(A’) there exists an embedding morphism h : limLS(A) - nxtE.,,Zx,, where 
2x8 = S,(x)), such that Iim{fx!,4} = (IIx~Ehlfxl) o h, where the mapping II~~e*lfx, : 
II,v~A~M,,+(xJ) -+ IIx~E,~~M~, is defined by 
THEOREM 2.5. For every linked system H(A) and any X0 E A there es&t a linked system 
LS’(A’), where Si, = Sx,, for all A’ E A’, a similar mapping h : lim LS’(A’) + Sx,,, and 
a morphism {fz,j, 4) from LS(A) into LS’(A’), where fxl, are linkage morphisms of LS(A), 
such that px, 1 lim LS(A) = h o lim{fxj, $}, where px,, : I’Ix~AS~ + SX, is the projection. 
SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF LINKED SYSTEMS 
Let {Si : i E I} be a set of systems, where 111 1 wg and wg is the first infinite ordinal 
number and Si = (Mi,Ri), f or each i E I. Let C be the family of all finite subsets of I 
directed by inclusion. Letting S, = IIic,Si be the product of the systems Si,i E U, for any 
a E C, for every u,p E C satisfying p 5 u, a morphism I,, : S, + S, can be defined as 
follows: for any (mi)ic, E IIicoMi, where IIiEgMi is the object set of So, IPo((mi)ie,) = 
(mi)iEp. It can be proved that LS(C) = {{S,},Ec, {IPo : p,u E C,p 5 u}) is a linked 
system. For every i E I, let ui = {i} E C. Assign to the object (z~) in the inverse limit 
lim LS(C) the object (Z,,)icz in the product IIi,rSi, a mapping h : lim LS(C) - IIi,,Si is 
defined. It can be proved that the mapping h : lim M(C) + IIieZSi is a similar mapping. 
Let S = (M,R) b e a system and C be a family C = {Si = (Mi, Ri) : i E I} of partial 
systems of S such that R+ C R, for each i E I, and that C is directed by the relation >. 
For any Si, Sj E C satisfying that Si 5 Sj let lij : Sj * Si be the identity mapping. 
It can be proved that {{Si}i~~, {lij : i,j E 1,Si 5 Sj}} is a linked system, and that 
lim{{Si}icz, {[ij : i, j E I, Si _< Sj}} is similar to the system jinsaw = (n;Ez:Cli, niczRi). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let LS(A) b e a linked system such that the directed index set A is a 
sequence, i.e., A is order isomorphic to the set of all natural numbers ordered by the usual 
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ordering, and each linkage morphism l;j is onto, then the inverse limit limLS(A) is a 
non-trivial system. 
One example in [j] is given to show that the result in Theorem 3.1 above cannot be 
generalized to arbitrary linked systems. An open question is that: under what condition 
can the result in Theorem 3.1 be generalized to arbitrary linked system? 
Let {Si = (Mi,Ri) : Q E A} and {S; = (M&R:) : u E A} be two sets of systems and 
for each u E A, f,, : Si --+ Sz is a morphism. Define a mapping f : II,EI\S~ + II,,,,Sz 
as follows: for any object (mq)OE~ E Q*Mi in the system Il,,.S~,f((m,)& = 
(fO(mO)bEA. Then it can be proved that the mapping f is well-defined, called the product 
of the mappings f0 and denoted by f = &,El\f,,, and that the product mapping II,,El\f,, is 
a morphism from II,E*Si into I&AS:. 
THEOREM 3.2. If for each i E I, a linked system LS’(A) = {{s~},~~, {lb0 : pi,c E A,p 5 
u}} is given, then IIicrLS’(A) = {{II~EIS$}~E~, {lIi,,l,, : p,a E A,p 5 r}} is a linked 
system and lim II;, 1 LS(A) is similar to IIiel lim L,!?(A). 
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